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Sean Kernan (United States, resides Connecticut)
Mr. Kernan's toned gelatin silver prints from 4x5 Polaroid negatives incorporate antiquarian books as a background for various subjects 
including an eclipse, a raven, and a hand cupping water. The subjects are set on top of the open books or projected onto the books to be 
photographed. Mr. Kernan is interested in symbols that convey spirituality, mysticism and tire pursuit of knowledge.

Gábor Kerekes (Hungary)
Mr. Kerekes photographs bits and pieces of antiquated laboratory equipment that he has reconstructed. Printed on printing out paper or 
toned silver paper to resemble older photographic processes, his fabricated images of scientific experiments initially appear quite 
plausible. Mr. Kerekes also makes delicate, small portraits of hands, legs and feet as if they were observed under a microscope to be 
studied and preserved for scientific classification.

Carlos Diaz (United States, resides Michigan)
Mr. Diaz makes black and white photographs of the amusement park at Coney Island onto which he collages nineteenth century steel 
plate engravings of machinery and inventions from the flowering of the industrial age. His seamless, unique compositions are a 
wonderland of improbable devices, a landscape that can easily be construed as futuristic.

Dan Estabrook (United States, resides New York)
Mr. Estabrook composes hauntingly beautiful scenes and still lifes to photograph such as a near empty room, a vase filled with scissors, or 
the back of a man who appears to be afflicted with an odd disease. The photographer uses various old and unpredictable processes such as 
albumen prints, ambrotypes and salted paper prints, as well as hand-coloring, to make images that may be mistaken for nineteenth century 
photographs. On second reading, however, things are askew. A remarkable floating cloth is held in place by a delicate network of 
strings, words appear backwards, and a lace curtained window seems to be shedding two lonely tears.

Jerry Spagnoli (United States, resides New York)
Mr. Spagnoli's work is composed of wooden boxes that contain the actual subjects of his still life compositions, such as the remnants of a 
fire cracker, a decaying flower, and a square foot of ground from a site in California. The boxes also contain a drawer to house a cased 
daguerreotype, the difficult nineteenth century process for making images that involves coating a copper plate with a highly polished 
silver surface, exposing the plate in a camera, and developing the image in mercury vapors. Mr. Spagnoli is interested in trying to 
preserve the transient by creating an elaborate artifact, knowing full well that in the end the artifact only serves to emphasize the absence 
of the thing desired.

Douglas Beube (Canada, resides United States)
Mr. Beube is an artist who alters found objects, particular old books, in thought provoking ways. The Complete Works of Sigmund Freud. 
for instance, is transformed into a ruffled circular rolodex impaled on a smoking pipe, the stream of smoke rising from the bowl is made 
from a second book that has been folded and cut into waves.

Neil Wedman (Canada, resides Vancouver)
Mr. Wedman's paintings depict a complex assemblage of laboratory glassware: bell jars, retorts, distillation flasks, and other 
unidentifiable vessels linked together by convolutions of coiled glass and tubing. The artist’s compositions are a series of empty and 
illogically connected equipment that represent scientific process but in no way actually perform it. The paintings are signs for display, 
concocted for visual effect. The combination of forms and the light playing on the glassware have been organized to spell words that 
comprise the titles of each of the pieces such as Voodoo Grog and Successful Love.

Jayne Hinds Bidaut (United States, resides New York)
Ms. Bidaut has slightly updated the tradition of making tintypes, or ferrotypes, by using a dryplate method and selecting subject matter 
that is not quite nineteenth century. Taking her cue from the Victorian fascination with curiosities. Ms. Bidaut photographs a beautiful 
array of insects, their antennae, legs and wings gracefully splayed, one with a jaunty polka dotted midriff, another with zebra striped 
wings. Her nudes are posed in the academic tradition, with graceful drapes and delicately formed compositions of bodies and limbs. The 
artist presents the ferrotypes in nineteenth century embossed leather and cut velvet cases.

József Hadiú (Hungary)
Mr. Hadjú’s Tea Set series is a modest one. With a modernist's eye, he photographs the stained rim of a glass beaker, a strainer, and the 
remnants of tea making. His photographs, made on silver paper from 4x5 Polaroid negatives, remind us that the simple process of 
making tea is a phenomenon: a revered tradition, a restorative and, with the reading of tea leaves, a clue to our future.
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New York - The Sarah Morthland Gallery announces Inventors + Alchemists, an exhibition of surreal and 
conceptual photographs, objects, and paintings by nine contemporary artists. The exhibition begins Friday, 
May 1, and continues through Sunday, June 14, at 225 Tenth Avenue, between 23rd and 24th Streets in Chelsea.

Each of the artists included in Inventors + Alchemists, except one, uses the physical properties of the 
medium of photography as an integral part of their work. Several of the artists employ obsolete nineteenth 
century photographic methods such as the making of tintypes, daguerreotypes and albumen prints to produce 
their work, while others use montage and collage. Given the relatively dangerous and unpredictable nature of 
the older processes (i.e. daguerreotypes are developed in mercury vapors), the artists are often called upon to 
perform the role of scientist, alchemist and inventor. Sometimes the objects produced as a result of the use of 
these processes are as important as the content of the image; other times remarkable images are produced despite 
the limitations and imperfections of the medium. The artists:

Douglas Beube - A Brooklyn based photographer and artist who combines several mediums to make one-of-a-kind objects.

Carlos Diaz. - A Michigan based photographer who adheres portions of 19th Century steel engravings of industrial age 
inventions to modem black & white photographs of Coney Island to create a seamless wonderland of improbable devises.

Dan Estabrook - A Brooklyn based photographer who utilizes 19th Century printing processes to make albumen prints, 
ambrotypes and tintypes of hauntingly beautiful and anonymous subjects.

József Hqjdn - An Hungarian photographer who records the remnants of tea making.

Jayne Hinds Bidaul - A New York based photographer who portrays the delicate wings and feelers of insects on tintypes.

Sean Kernan - A Connecticut based photographer whose still lifes juxtapose old books with objects associated with 
mysticism.

Gabor Kerekes - An Hungarian photographer who presents turn of the century scientific equipment and items collected for 
medical study, as well as contemporary objects, as if all were positioned under the lens of a microscope.

Jerry Spagnoli - A New York based photographer who produces exquisite daguerreotypes in handmade cases. His 
daguerreotypes are frequently hidden in drawers within boxes that also make viewable, through a peephole, the object that 
has been photographed.

Neil Wedman - A Canadian artist whose recent series of paintings, Chemistry Set, depict a diabolical array laboratory glass.

There will be two receptions for the exhibition: the first on Saturday, May 2, from 5-7 p.m., to launch 
the show; the second on Friday, May 22, 6 - 8 p.m., to celebrate the arrival of József Hajdú and Gabor Kerekes 
from Hungary. Gallery hours are Tuesday - Saturday, 11-6 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 5 p.m. Closed Sunday, 
May 10 and Sunday, May 24. For additional information, telephone 212-242-7767.
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Come see. The odd!
The beautiful. The mysterious!

Artists
Douglas Beube, Carlos Diaz, 
Dan Estabrook, József Hajdú, 
Jayne Hinds Bidaut, Sean 
Kernan. Gábor Kerekes. Jerry 
Spagnoli. and paintings by Neil 
Wedman.

There will be two receptions for 
this exhibition: Saturday, May 2, 
5-7:30 p.m., to launch the show; 
and Friday, May 22, 6 - 8 p.m., 
to celebrate the arrival of Gábor 
Kerekes and József Hajdú from 
Hungary. Please join us for both!

On Tuesday, May 26, at 6 p.m., 
a conference on the history of
and contemporary trends in Hun
garian photography will be held 
at the Consulate with guest 
speakers Robert Gurbo (André &
Elizabeth Kertész Foundation),
Judith Mara Gutman (writer), &
Gábor Kerekes (photographer). 
For information: (212) 752-0669.
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An exhibition including the work 
of eight artists whose interest in 
surreal and conceptual imagery' 
is realized through the use of 
photography. Several of the 
artists employ nineteenth century 
photographic processes to pro
duce unusual daguerreotypes, 
tintypes, and albumen prints. 
One of the artists combines early 
engravings of machinery with 
contemporary photographs of 
Coney Island to create a

Deborah Brown
June 18 - July 31
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Take Five
May 20 - May 29

The first of a series of three

An exhibition of recent paintings 
by Deborah Brown features an 
exotic array of wildlife that seem 
to inhabit an outsized, fantastical 
world. Brown s work is a steamy 
yet innocent mixture of hot color, 
fluttering birds and lush flowers. 
Painted in a circular format

wonderland of 
devices; another

improbable

exhibitions featuring the work of 
five contemporary Hungarian 
photographers. Sponsored by the 
Consulate General of the

photography with 
make unique

combines

books and
constructed pieces. Each artist's 
work is characterized by 
imagination, technical expertise, 
and the diabolical element of 
chance.

Republic of Hungary, the show 
opens with a reception on 
Tuesday, May 19, 6-8 p.m. at 
227 East 52nd Street, New York, 
NY, 10022. Viewing continues 
at the Consulate through May 
29, Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m.- 
4:00 p.m.

surrounded by black, the illusion 
of peering into a forbidden 
garden as if through binoculars 
is complete. Brown is the creator 
of the wonderful mosaic murals
of sea life commissioned for the
Houston Street subway station.

Please join us for a reception on 
Thursday, June 18, 6 - 8 p.m.
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